
Of Inukshuks and a Stroll Through the Park
by Jim Carrier

Blue sky. Open road. Our Ford Explorer and gear-laden trailer were rolling north to another 
Quetico adventure in June ’03. A CD by the late great Canadian folk singer, Stan Rogers, was 
rallying us to “take the Northwest Passage!” In that spirit, my brother Gary, my son Ben, our 
long lost buddy “Big Ed”, and I approached the border. The scene had all the makings of a good 
beer commercial. Sadly, the commercial ended abruptly and, for the next few moments, we 
found ourselves starring in a horror flick.

Edging the Ford Explorer forward in the Fort Frances border crossing traffic, Gary, Big Ed, and I 
were immersed in talk of our “good old days.” Suddenly, seventeen year-old Ben, seated in the 
back, politely but assertively, interrupted our reminiscing. Nervously, he pointed out the 
approach of a rather large locomotive, closing on our trailer full of camping gear at about 5 mph. 
Instantly, all eyes turned, widened, and fixed upon our impending disaster.

The line of traffic wasn’t moving. Neither was my brain. Rather, the thought it fixated upon was: 
“Old Petey is going to be plenty PO’ed about this trailer he loaned me!” Ben snapped my brain 
back into gear, spotting a sign and reading aloud, “This Train Is Remotely Operated.” Agitated 
by this new information, Gary and Big Ed fidgeted with car door handles and shouted various 
unflattering evaluations of my driving skills. With nowhere to go, and not much else I could do, I 
blew my horn beseechingly at the vehicles ahead. Ben further obliged us by initiating a 
“countdown” before impact, “Twenty-five yards, twenty, fifteen…” etc.

Fate appeared menacing. We were poised to “abandon ship” when Fortune smiled upon us. The 
line of vehicles lurched forward, and so did we, just barely in time. My teenager concluded his 
“play-by-play”, proclaiming train disaster had been averted with 3-4 inches to spare. We 
exhaled in unison.

Resuming our beer commercial trek towards Quetico, we noticed the pyramid-shaped stone 
cairns, called Inukshuks, dotting the lonesome rocky landscape on either side of Highway 11. 
Such Inukshuks were once placed by Native American pathfinders as markers for those who 
followed. They signified “I have passed this way and it is safe.” Having narrowly avoided 
calamity in the form of a near train wreck, such signs were encouraging! We would enter the 
Park the next day, Friday the 13th.

We remained in high spirits that next morning, bouncing our way into the Park down the dusty 
rough road to Beaverhouse Lake. Big Ed spotted a moose - a large cow - in marshland mists to 
our left. It stood, unperturbed, just seventy-five yards away. “Quetico Dave” Ribey, our 
outfitter, stopped his truck. Big Ed slid out, snapped a few pictures, and muttered, “Wow! We 
don’t see many of those in New Jersey!” This was Ed’s first Quetico adventure. He was off to a 
fine start.
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Quetico Dave dropped us off, promising us cold beer at the other end of our trip. Dave then 
spun his truck around and headed back up the bumpy road. We eyed the portage path ahead. 
My thoughts drifted back to the Inukshuks beside the highway. I hoped they were potent. As 
group leader, “safe passage” was foremost on my mind. Our route - an arc including 
Beaverhouse, Quetico, Jean, Sturgeon, the Maligne River, and Twin Falls - was “stroll through 
the Park”, or at least so I had proclaimed months earlier, recruiting Gary and Big Ed to this 
year’s adventure. For my Texan brother, that was good news. Gary was willing to let bygones 
be bygones concerning our last trip together, when I got us lost (see “Cache River Passage”, 
BWJ Spring ’03 issue & http://www.quietjourney.com/stories/jimbo/jimbo-1.html). 
For first-timer Big Ed, a New Jersey dentist, Quetico promised adventure, but hardly a “stroll.”

Big-time college sports had taken their toll on Ed’s knees and back. Also, he’d put on significant 
weight since the mid 70’s. Park rigors represented serious challenges for him. Nevertheless, 
deferring to “Doctor” Ed’s judgment, we decided the trip would be successful if we took proper 
precautions. So, with tremendous slaps on our backs and his trademark booming laugh, Big Ed 
launched us down the portage to Beaverhouse Lake, thundering “C’mon guys! Let’s get our butts 
down this trail!!”

Not taking chances on Big Ed’s knees, Gary and I quickly grabbed the heavy stuff and headed 
down the trail, keeping the big guy in sight all the way. In his prime, Big Ed was capable of 
picking up both of us – packs, too – and marching the length of that portage. Fortunately, Ed’s 
good sense prevailed over his ego. “Teammate” Ed would make up for his limitations in a 
hundred different ways throughout our trip. Group success depended upon all of us reaching 
Twin Falls safely eight days later. Upon reaching Beaverhouse, we laughed when Ed asked if a 
“1-800 Portage Monkey” service might not have a future up here!

Big Ed’s lack of canoeing experience earned him a spot in the bow. Due to ligament damage to 
his knees, he required some assistance taking his seat. Gary’s canoeing experience was strictly 
in the bow. Today he would “graduate” to the stern. At 6 feet 4 inches, Gary was shorter than 
Ed and also much lighter. Heavier packs were shifted towards the stern. When the big guys 
shoved off their green Old Town Penobscot, their trim wasn’t perfect but it was the best we 
could do. Five minutes later, Ben and I followed in our heavier-laden, identical, red Penobscot. 
Even loaded above the gunnels, our canoe was plenty seaworthy. We wanted Gary and Ed’s 
canoe light and maneuverable until they gained confidence in their paddling.

Rising sun and gentle breezes caused the barest swirl in morning mists clinging to the lake’s 
surface. Save the occasional strum of a ruffed grouse or the more frequent high-pitched song of 
white-throats from high atop unseen shoreline cover, the morning was hauntingly quiet. Cool air 
produced small shivers where portage trail sweat trickled down our backs. Our weedy entry-
point widened into a foggy bay. Ben spun around in his bow seat and we exchanged looks of 
contentment, thrilled to be back in the Park. Practiced, silent strokes moved us swiftly across 
glassy water, towards the big guys.

Gary and Big Ed sat motionless ahead, their paddle drips forming concentric ripples upon still, 
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dark water. Each seemed immersed in private thoughts, reverential…almost, coming to terms, 
perhaps, with the wilderness gathering about them. Cars, parking lots, and other signs of 
humanity were now behind us. The veil of mist barely stirred with the promise of warm morning 
sun, smeared as a hazy pastel brightness above. Awe-inspiring and surreal, this moment was 
the Park’s first sure answer to months of planning, hoping, and waiting.

I interrupted this sacred “wilderness spell” with my spoken word as we glided up next to them. 
“Might be wise if we pushed on”, I suggested. “Seems calm now, but you know what they say….”

“Yeah, I know what they say, Flash”, my brother retorted. “If you don’t like the weather up 
here, just wait five minutes, it’ll change!” Gary sighed, nodded, then addressed Eddie, “Flash is 
right, Ed. We’d best push across the wide section.” Ed didn’t require coaxing. He confessed to 
having nightmares about “big water” in the weeks preceding our trip. Despite my assurances we 
would hug the shoreline most of the time, Ed worried. We both did. A wide expanse of 
Beaverhouse Lake had to be crossed en route to the Ranger Station. Our bent shafts bit into still 
water with renewed vigor.

Fifteen minutes later, we bobbed uneasily in the shelter of an island, eyeing the wide crossing. A 
clearly freshening breeze had blown away early mists. White caps were evident in the distance, 
signaling the end of our “honeymoon” arrival in Quetico. The rising wind blew crossways to our 
destination, the Ranger Station dock on the distant shore. Still, conditions didn’t seem all that 
bad… yet. I advised Gary, “Try not to take rollers broadside. If it gets bad, nose her into the 
wind. Shoot for the cover of that peninsula. Then follow the shoreline, wind at your back, to the 
Ranger Station.”

Gary and Big Ed vectored windward immediately. Ben and I shot directly across. A distance of 
fifty then one hundred yards grew between vessels. With growing worry, we turned slightly into 
the breeze, towards the wayward canoe. The wind was picking up at exactly the wrong moment! 
Gary and Ed’s big bodies were acting like sails! Gary steered evermore into that wind with each 
fitful gust. Slowly, I realized they might miss the protected shoreline entirely. They appeared 
destined for the far Western reaches of Beaverhouse Lake! When our spread grew to 200 yards, 
Ben and I pushed back into the wind to make an attempt to help. Suddenly, Gary dramatically 
altered course with a strong move towards the peninsula. When they stabilized we knew they 
were going to make it!

Satisfied of their safety, Ben and I wheeled around towards the Ranger Station. We beached and 
were greeted by an energetic, playful, long-legged mixed breed pup whose name turned out to 
be “CJ”. CJ found a friend in Ben, licking and jumping all over my son as we made our way to 
the building. Inside, a pleasantly smiling older couple greeted us and pulled out permit 
paperwork. Making conversation, I asked, “What’s it like up here in January?” Their response? 
“Are you kidding?! We winter in Florida!” I completed forms while Ben, followed by CJ, sought 
the nearby fresh water spring to fill our water bottles.

Gary and Ed staggered up the beach, wild-eyed, as Ben and I headed back to the canoes. Gary 
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froze me with a baleful stare. He declared, “Flash, we’re steering like a bloody weather vane! 
We need to re-pack her. That’s way too much excitement!”

Big Ed, colorful, as usual, added, “We have to drain her, too. There’s liquid in the bottom. And it 
ain’t all water, Flash!” Ed waxed on, “As we headed for the deep blue sea, visions of next week’s 
headlines appeared before my eyes, ‘Body of Jersey Dentist Floats to Surface of Beaverhouse 
Lake!’ ”

I observed that the rest of our day’s journey was “due East” and the wind should stay at our 
backs. That didn’t calm them much. We re-loaded and pushed on, hugging the coast. I scanned 
that shoreline, hoping to spot an Inukshuk somewhere…anywhere!

At the short Quetico Lake portage, we met four fishermen heading in the other direction. They 
claimed “fishing” was good, but warned of “heavy canoe traffic on Jean Lake”, our destination. 
Figuring on stiff competition for campsites, we hustled on. I hoped Big Ed’s knees and back 
would hold up. He looked woefully cramped in the bow and we still had most of a twenty-mile 
day ahead of us!

Bright sunshine lit up puffy white clouds in an azure sky as we paddled the long southern arm of 
Quetico Lake. En route, Gary and Ed treated us to a medley of songs, including a dozen or so 
1950’s hits by the Mills Brothers. They were in fine voice and marvelous two-part harmony that 
day, taking our minds off the tedium of paddling and our growing cases of “canoe butt.” I almost 
struck up the Gordon Lightfoot tune about the Edmund Fitzgerald, reconsidered the subject 
matter, and opted to stay quiet. Arriving at the short, steep Conk Lake portages by mid-
afternoon, Ed groaned, again, about the lack of “1-800 Portage Monkey” paratroopers. Minutes 
later, Fortune smiled, once more. My favorite campsite, located on Jean’s west side, was wide 
open!

After setting up camp, Gary and I fired up our steak dinner. Ben tossed spinners from a rocky 
shelf and saw plenty of action. Ed looked on, stretching his sore lumbar region against an 
accommodating hump of smooth rock while the cool splash of waves lapped at his bare feet. 
There would be no more paddling that day. Rather, we cast poppers from shore, well into 
twilight and the rise of a marvelous Full Moon. Eddie obliged the rest of us by washing dishes. 
Later, the big guys sipped on Scotch as we sat around the campfire. Shimmering ripples, white-
crested in reflected moonbeams, marched towards us across the lake, accompanied by the 
mournful cry of the resident loons. Bugs were few. When Ben, Gary, and I finally retired to our 
tents, Big Ed remained by the fire, his thirst for outdoor wonders seemingly unquenched. Ed 
slept beside our fire that night, beneath my BWJ Ultralight Dry Fly Shelter. He would choose to 
sleep there every night of our trip.

Division of camp labor took shape early. Gary cooked. Eddie did dishes and jerry-rigged 
solutions for “technical malfunctions” involving our camp stove, lantern, tent zippers, fishing 
reels, and whatever else broke down. Young Ben became camp “go-fer.” He fetched kindling, 
hung laundry, filled water jugs, untangled fishing line, re-built fireplaces, and did anything else 
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we asked of him. I assisted with cooking and cleaning chores, and kept our site orderly.

Fishing trailed off markedly after that promising first evening. With slow fishing and with long 
hours of Summer Solstice sunshine to enjoy, our days featured refreshing swims and productive 
afternoon snoozes. Eddie’s swollen knees benefited from therapeutic soaking while his aching 
back craved alternate rounds of sunning, then stretching on his “lumbar rock.” Big Ed kept us in 
hysterics retelling stories from our youth or describing his dental “victims.” With no TV, VCR, 
Nintendo, or computer to distract us, conversation flourished well into brilliant moonlit evenings. 
Ben soaked up our reflections of “yesteryear.” He ably shared his own experiences, earning full 
rights conversationally as a member of our troupe. Wilderness and solitude encourages that sort 
of sharing. Days later, when we parted, Big Ed would pull me aside and say, “Jim, your son, Ben, 
is a really good man.” Our go-fer, my rising twelfth grade son, this soon-to-become-man, fully 
blossomed during this trip. Ed’s words served me as a coming-of-age benediction for Benjamin. 
I acknowledge him as a full partner in all we might share, in and out of Quetico.

Despite competition from a luminescent Full Moon, bigger and brighter than any of us could 
recall, the Northern Lights treated us to spectacular shows each evening on Jean Lake. White 
light twisted and twirled in myriad and spasmodic combinations of atmospheric dance, reflecting 
waves of solar energy channeled by our Earth’s magnetic field to the North Pole. We sat in awe 
and “wowed!” The Jean Lake “light shows” served up special and poignant memories for me. My 
only previous visit to Jean was in 1998 with my closest buddy, Tom. We camped at the same 
spot, saw the same show of stars, lights, and moon, and shared campfire camaraderie… just 
like this troupe of ’03. Tom – a lover of wilderness – passed away tragically and unexpectedly 
not long ago. Nevertheless, in the Quetico, a spiritually limitless place, he seems near, still… in 
the spiraling Northern Lights, in the play of otters, and in the joy of campfire conversation and 
friendship. I cannot return to Quetico, without being mindful of Tom’s blessing upon my life.

Jean Lake fishing was active enough to keep our interest. However, keeping future portages in 
mind, we dined on Brunswick Stew and other “heavy” packed-in meals. Only after Gary happily 
retrieved his favorite lure from high atop a tree – the result of an errant toss for which we gave 
him much grief – was our group allowed to consider breaking camp and pushing forward on our 
fourth day.

That morning began with granola bars and a rich brew of coffee made in our French coffee press, 
one of our better camp discoveries in recent years! Soon we were cruising and exploring the 
picturesque Narrows area of Jean en route to Burntside, an island-studded jewel of a lake. We 
stopped for an early lunch on Rouge Lake, near Jean Creek. Toppled trees and charred remnants 
of a bad fire marred Rouge’s western rim. We munched on summer sausage, cheese, and 
crackers on sun-bleached rocks that once formed the “kitchen area” of a campsite, now ravaged 
by flames.

Conditions on Jean Creek were jungle-like that warm, cloudless, sultry June day. We found the 
stream sluggish, the bugs bothersome, and discerned virtually no moving air. Big Ed’s struggles 
peaked during this stretch. Repeatedly getting in and out of the canoe at portages and low water 
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points, hauling loads through the muck, and the sweltering heat took its toll on him – and on all 
of us. We sure grumbled about the lack of a “Portage Monkey Service” that afternoon! When we 
sighted a beaver dam completely obstructing our passage, we only begrudgingly conceded its 
superb construction. Lift-over promised to be a nightmarish prospect for Ed. Just then, I noticed 
a low point in the dam where a canoe just might blast through without overturning. Without 
consulting my paddling partner, Ben, I backed us up and charged us forward, yelling, “Ben! 
Ramming speed, please!” Our assault resulted in only minor, easily repaired, alterations to this 
fine beaver edifice. The gambit proved successful and, after an anxious moment, worked equally 
well for Gary and Big Ed.

The excitement of beaver dam jumping, however, did little to relieve our misery. We rejoiced 
only when the vastness of big Sturgeon Lake opened before our eyes, offering a fresh sea 
breeze to greet us. Sweat dried quickly off weary bodies as we bee-lined it for a breezy point on 
the western shoreline. We flopped out of our canoes and sprawled, in recovery mode, onto a 
beach that had also been scorched by the big fire. An hour later, we set up camp on an island 
northwest of the Maligne River.

It rained like crazy that night. We awoke to the boom of morning thunder. Our bags had gotten 
wet. Ben and I wondered if Big Ed had spent the night under the Dry Fly or if he had gone into 
Gary’s tent. Whistling and the banging of pots quickly answered the question. I poked my head 
out and, sure enough, there was Big Ed, happy as a lark, working the French coffee press and 
making breakfast…right beside his sleeping bag. By the time I fully emerged, breakfast was 
ready, rain had slackened, and Gary and Ed were singing “Glow little glow worm, glitter, glitter” 
– from another Mills Brothers song. Ben rolled over and went back to sleep… like a true 
teenager. A little later, Gary & Big Ed embarked in the drippy dreariness to fish and explore 
Bentpine Creek. I remained in camp, hoping for a break in the drizzle and a chance to hang wet 
bags and clothing.

Around Noon, sunshine disintegrated the mass of gray cloud into white puffs and blue sky. Ben 
stirred and slowly emerged from his cocoon. Choking down some oatmeal, he sleepily allowed 
me to hustle him down to our canoe. It was packed with fishing gear and ready for deployment 
to the nearby Maligne River. We paddled there quickly, stashing our canoe just off the portage. 
Marching to the other side with poles, stringer, and white plastic grubs in hand, we were 
determined to put fish into the pot that gorgeous afternoon. Fishing each set of rapids 
thoroughly, we worked our way riverside back to our canoe. Yes, indeed, there would be Walleye 
on the table tonight!

Smallmouth action was so engrossing that it was late in the afternoon before we noticed 
ominous dark clouds gathering on the northern horizon. “Ben”, I said, “I think that storm is 
going to blow north of us, but it wouldn’t hurt to head back, just in case.” Ben agreed. With our 
catch in hand, we retrieved our canoe and paddled back at double-time. Our island hillock 
campsite was abuzz with activity as we approached. Gary and Ed rapidly hauled in laundry. 
Clearly they were battening down the hatches, expecting a big blow. Ben held up our catch 
proudly. Gary acknowledged but pointed at the darkening sky. I announced for all to hear, “It’ll 
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blow north of us!”

I jumped out of the canoe, threaded my way down the rocky shoreline, and started cleaning 
fish. Gary followed, shouting into the rising wind, “Hey Flash! We’d better flip these canoes and 
hustle back to camp!” Again, I asserted, “It’ll blow north of us!” The slack-jawed, wide-eyed 
look of incredulity that came over my brother’s face was familiar. Seven years earlier, I saw 
that same face when I informed Gary we would take a “shortcut” off of a long portage into 
Cache Lake. My shortcut resulted in our getting lost in cold, dark, damp, remote wilderness. 
Yes, the very same expression crossed his face now. This time, however, Gary unflinchingly 
pointed towards camp and commanded “UP!!” We flipped the canoes and, dutifully, I marched 
ahead of my younger brother up the hill and into camp. We arrived barely in time.

My fondest memory of that wild stormy evening is of Gary and Big Ed, each holding violently 
whipping edges of my parabolic overhead tarp with one white-knuckled hand while sipping 
Scotch from a cup held in the other. The storm raged. Lightening, accompanied by 
instantaneous thunder, flashed in every direction. Forty mile-per-hour gusts drove rain and 
quarter-inch hail sideways with a roaring whoosh. Ben and I huddled together under our more 
protective Dry Fly a mere ten feet away, were unable to make out words the big guys were 
shouting. As it turned out, they weren’t shouting at all. Rather, when the wind eased up, we 
recognized their singing, “Glow little glow worm, glitter, glitter… Glow little glow worm, glitter, 
glitter !” Later, as the hailstorm ebbed, they shouted, in unison, “Hey Flash! This storm will blow 
north of us! Go fix dinner!” Toasting the weather, they tipped their cups of Scotch once more 
and launched into another tune.

The following day we broke camp and zipped down the Maligne. After Jean Creek, this wide-
open, pretty river was a joy to paddle. We set up camp on a serviceable site just above Tanner 
Lake and were catching Walleye below a small set of rapids by mid-afternoon. After dinner, Ben 
and I explored Poohbah Creek, hoping to spot moose. Water level was extremely low. At Dusk, I 
dropped Ben off at camp and crossed the river to join my brother, fishing near the rapids. 
Suddenly, a flash in camp startled us. I heard Big Ed yell, “Drop and roll, Ben! Drop and roll!” 
Like meteors we shot back to camp. Everything turned out ok, but Ben learned a valuable 
lesson about pre-soaking campfire kindling in Coleman fuel! The result was explosive and a little 
scary. Fortunately, little harm was done…other than to Ben’s pride. His clothing got a little 
singed but he was not burned. I was glad Eddie had hung around camp and could render 
assistance. When Fortune smiled upon us that evening, it was wearing the cheerful face of Big 
Ed.

The next day, we fished the rapids, lounged around, and broke camp at midday. The weather 
was gorgeous. We paddled below Tanner Rapids and around the big bend, seeking a campsite 
close to Twin Falls, our exit point. We found a 5 Star beauty! Located less than a quarter mile 
above the Falls, the site was airy, spacious, and dominated by mature shade trees. It featured a 
natural kitchen area with “shelf rock seating” and sleeping areas well-bedded with soft layers of 
pine needles. We knew we must have passed an Inukshuk somewhere on the Maligne that day!
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After dinner, Ben and I paddled to a stony island, just a hundred yards or so above the Falls. 
Gary soon followed while Eddie stayed in camp, trying his luck from his latest, most 
comfortable, lumbar rock yet. We beached upriver on that island and started pitching twister-
tail grubs into the sets of rapids on either side. Non-stop action ensued, including several 
“muscle” bass which seriously challenged my ultra-light fishing skills and three pound test line! 
We couldn’t have asked for better angling to close out our trip!

Later, we sat around our last campfire in silence, enjoying the incredible panoply of stars and 
the occasional streaking meteor or satellite, all vibrantly visible before the late rising of the 
Moon. The Scotch was gone, but I had saved a small quantity of brandy for a final toast. That 
bug-free night, Gary and Ben joined Big Ed, sleeping next to dying embers of our campfire out 
under those stars. I retired to my tent, listening to the hum of the guys’ quiet voices as if it was 
a lullaby. My drowsy thoughts drifted to my buddy, Tom, once again. A favorite stanza from an 
old Hank William’s song came to mind:“ The silence of a falling star lights up a purple sky. And, 
as I wonder where you are, I am so lonesome I could cry.” The hum of voices combined with 
the effects of fresh air to induce a deep and restful sleep.

Our pick-up point the next day was a floating dock, located about thirty yards offshore on Lac la 
Croix, about a mile below pretty Twin Falls. We sat there waiting, feet hanging over the water, 
eagerly anticipating the cold beer promised us by Quetico Dave, and re-telling our fish tales. 
While we waited, an in-bound tow boat, carrying two aluminum canoes and four anxious would-
be woodsmen arrived. As they hurriedly unloaded their gear beside us on the dock, a most 
bizarre sequence of events followed. The episode was to give my crew renewed confidence in 
our own meager abilities as voyageurs. It also made us question Charles Darwin’s theories of 
evolution as they pertained to certain members of our species.

These excited fellows were somewhat like the three stooges... except there were four of them. 
To begin with, two of the guys proceeded to load gear into a canoe that was sitting on the 
floating dock rather than beside the floating dock and in the water. Apparently, they viewed the 
dock as some sort of “launching pad.” Their loading technique was exceptional, as well. The 
vessel tilted sadly sideways, heaped with lots of separate little packages - and featured several 
newspapers piled on the top like sprinkles on a cake. We surmised their plan was to do a lot of 
leisure reading as they paddled upriver. We were further amazed when the two bibliophiles 
actually propelled their poorly trimmed canoe off the dock, launching it into the air. Somehow 
they didn’t lose their entire load in the water right there and then! Undeterred by a few fallen 
items, they tossed their wet Wall Street Journals back into the canoe and yanked their wobbly 
vessel closer to the dock to get in. Then, employing yet another eye popping technique, the bow 
paddler got in and sat down facing the stern paddler!

At about this point, matters got really strange. One of the “gentlemen” loading their sister 
canoe apparently felt an urgent need to relieve himself into the lake, right there from the dock. 
Etiquette aside, high wind on Lac La Croix made this an unpredictable exercise. The resulting 
offensive “spray” became an issue for his buddies who had just launched. A lot of cussing and 
swearing ensued, causing a distraction… perhaps partially explaining subsequent developments. 
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Properly chastised, the fellow on the dock stopped mid-stream, so-to-speak. He and his partner 
then got into their canoe – employing the more traditional “face forward” seating arrangement - 
and paddled like crazy for the nearby shore, moaning all the way about their bladders. Right 
about then, the first set of paddlers, still berating their traveling companions headed for shore, 
encountered their demise. The last words heard from the fellow in the bow, before they capsized 
were, “Hey, I think we’re hitting a rock!”

Their comrades, now ashore, apparently decided that bladder relief took precedence over 
providing immediate assistance to the swimmers. At this point, the rather unflappable tow boat 
operator, who witnessed this entire spectacle, shook his head in pity or amazement - it was 
hard to tell which – and keyed the ignition of his 225 HP outboard, jetting off and sending a 
sizeable wake over the individuals in the water. My own crew watched and listened in 
amazement, trying our best to conceal laughter as the four stooges continued to argue with 
each other. Our genuine offer of assistance was declined.

After a few dives by the rock to salvage what they could, these intrepid voyageurs rattled off 
their losses which included: one brand new camera, travel maps for the Poohbah Lake region, 
one pack containing a metal boat anchor and a couple jugs of whiskey, six newspapers, fifty 
worm harnesses, and a container holding one thousand earthworms. We later pondered the 
question: why would one put a boat anchor inside of a pack? Doubtless this will remain yet 
another unsolved mystery of Quetico.

After recovering what they could, this hapless crew of wet voyageurs paddled away upstream. 
How or if they would ever find Poohbah Lake, we could not know. As for us, we were grateful for 
our own safe trip. Perhaps, too, we were just a little smug. We possessed certain knowledge 
there existed folks who needed Inukshuks even more than we did.

Jim Carrier
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